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Restricted 

The tug-of-war

 The tug-of-war between push and pull forces

 Fratzscher (2012) -- Push factors drove capital flows in 2008, pull factors 

drove flows in 2009-2010

 Eichengreen and Gupta (2014) -- In Taper Tantrum of 2013, size of local 

financial market was main pull factor

 Main push factor is global risk

 Cohen and Remolona (2008) -- In Asian crisis, equity markets in region 

driven by US investor sentiment

 Forbes and Warnock (2012) -- Surges and stops related to “global risk”

 Rey (2013) -- Capital flows, asset prices, credit growth all move with VIX

 Global factor drives risk premia

 Remolona, Wu, Scatigna (2007, 2008), Amato and Remolona (2005) -- CDS 

spreads are mostly risk premia, which vary with risk aversion

 Longstaff, Pan, Pedersen, Singleton (2011) -- In factor model of CDS 

returns, sovereign credit risk largely about global risk factors

 Wu, Erdem, Kalotychou, Remolona (2016) -- Slow-burn global spillover 

effects are driven by investors’ risk appetites
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Restricted 

Explaining risk premia
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Source: Remolona, Wu, Scatigna (2007)
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Restricted 

For liquid CDS contracts, we find 28 sovereigns --

18 emerging markets, 10 advanced economies
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Yes, Bobby, there is a new normal

 Tests for breaks in time series from Jan 2004 to Dec 2014 for 

spreads, returns, volatility

 Bai-Perron test finds at least one break in each of 19 

spreads and 12 volatilities; most common break point is 

Oct 2008

 Quandt-Andrews imposes single break, finds it in Oct 2008 

in 9 markets; in Sep 2008 in 2 markets

 Chow test confirms break in Oct 2008

 Choosing subperiods

 Jan 2004 to Aug 2008 for old normal

 May 2009 to Dec 2014 for new normal

 Look separately at subprime crisis in Sep 2008 to April 

2009, Taper Tantrum in May to Dec 2013
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How much can global risk factors explain?
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Restricted 

How do the risk factors behave?
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How do investors differentiate sovereign risks?
How countries load on first factor in old normal and new normal
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Well, they don’t really
Dependent variable is loading on first factor; t-statistics from full regression 

and stepwise regression 
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Some investors seem to care about safe havens
How countries load on second factor in old normal and new normal
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The tyranny of benchmarks

 Not tug-of-war but division of labor

 Risk appetites explain movements over time

 “Fundamentals” explain cross-sectional differences

 Tests suggest new normal that ensued after global crisis

 Single global risk factor dominates return movements, 

especially in new normal and stress episodes

 Loadings differentiate between countries on basis of 

emerging market designation

 Phenomenon suggests rise of index tracking behavior

 A second risk factor plays supporting role, possibly as 

safe-haven factor
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